A Catalog that came to us in the mail contained a wide variety of “fun” gifts. Two of the featured items that covered a whole page were:

RACING GRANNY’S

The way these Racing Grannies zoom around the track, you'd think they'd be on the NASCAR circuit! Assemble your own Talladega Speedway and go head-to-head with these high-octane octogenarians in your own Granny 500, flooring it down the backstretch all the way to the checkered flag! Includes 2 racers, 10-piece track and 2 controllers. Controllers use 2 AA batteries each (not included).

WIND-UP RACING GRANNIES

Just wind 'em up and watch 'em go! These Wind-Up Racing Grannies lean hard on their walkers, moving at crippling speeds that would cause most pacemakers to malfunction. Well, not really, but they're still good for a laugh! Set of 2.

While it wouldn’t have erased the ageist message, the catalog did not contain any similar items depicting old men.